Splunk Speaks Builder

Get the most out of our platform using Splunkbase add-ons and apps. The Builder Tech Talks series shows you how to tackle expanding Security, ITOps, AIOps, and Engineering use cases. You won’t want to miss Splunk’s Builder Tech Talks series of five quick 20-30 minute easy learning webinars.

Top Builder Tech Talks

Improving Dashboard Performance and Resource Usage

Two things affect dashboard performance—the number of searches and the number of visual elements. We’ll show you how to reduce both to optimize power without sacrificing data or chart appeal. Tune in for insightful tips to make your dashboard do what it needs to: search, filter, summarize, and visualize data loads. Dashboard Studio empowers visual optimization and performance capabilities. Add some zip and zazz to multiple graphic panels and elucidate the spotlight on reports, charts, and graphs. Learn best practices for base and chain searches, including bundling and repurposing visuals with a dash of tips to reduce resource-intensive queries and enhance dashboard capabilities.

Learn More

Streamlined Dashboard Building: Productivity Tips and Tricks

Add graphics, configure colors, and shape sizes to make reports and charts pop with visual clarity. Learn to do all that and more with Dashboard Studio’s intuitively focused, easy-to-use point-and-click editor. Hear experts talk tips on streamlining, dashboard creation, and enhancing optimization for searches, sorts, and displays. Learn how to share visualizations and data neurons. Discover how to apply default settings to multiple visualizations and searches to reduce redundancy and quickly get the information you need to advance productivity and upgrade business efficiency.

Learn More

Understanding DevOps Pipeline Analytics with Splunkbase Apps

Meet Splunkbase app collections. Expertly curated content that’s easy to find and delivers intuitive solutions for an elevated user experience. Learn how the Pipleline Analytics collection adds value to DevOps teams and provides an in-depth understanding of the metrics that matter most in the software development life cycle. Want to find out more? Check out this short yet supremely informative webinar.

Learn More

Building Your Own Security Solution with Splunkbase Apps

SOAR to safety with the Splunkbase Security collections. Learn how these apps and add-ons enrich data streams with threat intelligence to help detect hostile incursions and safeguard against cyber attacks.

Learn More

On-Demand Convenience

Watch anytime, learn anywhere—Splunk’s Builder Edition Tech Talks.
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